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Introduction
Our transportation network binds communities and facilitates commerce, connecting
residents to work, homes, schools, services, and each other. Just how well it does
so – with what grace, efficiency and public character - may be the difference between a city that flourishes and one that barely survives. In the San Francisco Bay
Area, a decade of economic growth has taxed our entire transportation infrastructure. Tired of being trapped in their cars on congested freeways or stuck in evermore-common gridlock on our city streets, frustrated commuters are turning to public
transportation to recapture unproductive hours lost behind the wheel. Traditional
transit riders, unable or unwilling to travel by personal vehicle, clamor for better
transportation connections to allow them access to high-paying jobs in the cities and
a share in the region’s prosperity.
But our public transportation systems are unprepared for such unprecedented
increases in demand.
Meanwhile, our city centers are becoming increasingly residential as people seek a
sense of urbanity unavailable in the suburbs. Typically, they are the young, well
educated, and childless, or “empty-nesters” – baby boomers moving into the cities
after raising their families. These residents need neighborhoods that respond to the
speed, separation, and dispersion of a modern lifestyle. If we are successful in
meeting these needs, we will reinforce our urban areas in a way that brings new life
and sustainable growth - a way of living well at higher densities.
But our city center neighborhoods don’t yet respond to such service and mobility
needs.
What better way to meet both transportation and land use demands than in the
design of a truly intermodal and multi-service transportation station that serves as a
platform for urban living at its best? The investment is great, but the long-term
payback in vitality – and indeed survival – of our cities extraordinary.
The Checklist for Mobility and Urbanity outlined in this paper will help the community realize the full potential of an urban transportation station. Using the recently
endorsed plan for a new multi-modal regional transit station in downtown San Francisco – transforming the old single-service Transbay Terminal into an exceptional
Transbay Station in a fully linked regional system – the authors present the underlying principles and examples for a ten step checklist for success.
Does the transit station establish a “new address” for transportation in the
city?
Very often, the bones of the urban transportation solution lie in the corridor, the site
or the alignment of an existing piece of public infrastructure. And, in the search for
strategic, successful urban transportation stations this often means a single-mode

station, a former rail alignment, or an unused public building or
site. The origin of San Francisco’s Transbay Terminal and
Transbay City District sets the scene and reveals layers of
past investment in transportation. The question he re will be
whether a new station can transform an old site and station
known for its dark, dank public ways, its disorientation and its
reputation as a bad city neighborhood into a new address for a
bold new venture in transportation.

A Brief History of the Transbay Terminal District Throughout its history, San
Francisco has been the center of economic activity in the Bay Area: the jumping-off
point for prospectors, headquarters for shipping, railroad and financial services
industries, birthplace of the digital economy. Access and mobility have always been
the core issues of our City’s growth and development.
Once, long ago, ferries were the only means for workers in the
City to travel to their homes in the East Bay and Marin. Ferries
departed from the 1898 Ferry Building continuously from 5am
to midnight. Timed to meet the ferry arrivals, streetcars and
suburban railroads carried passengers over an extensive
network. And on holidays, and weekends, San Franciscans
went on excursions via ferry to Sausalito, Mt. Tamalpais and
Neptune Park, a popular amusement park on Alameda Island.
The ferry system was a cornerstone in the region’s transportation plan for 2 generations.
The completion of the Bay Bridge
marked the end of an era. The doubledeck bridge design featured six passenger car lanes on the upper deck. The
lower supported three truck lanes and
two rail lines. Now, the suburban rail
lines could come directly from the East
Bay into the City, arriving via elevated
ramps at the new Transbay Terminal.
This system operated effectively for
almost 20 years. In 1958, the rails were
removed from the Bay Bridge and additional vehicle traffic lanes were built in their
place. The terminal and ramps were retrofit to accommodate bus service.
Today, the Terminal serves 20,000 bus passengers annually. But it has long been
clear that the Station – once an efficient response to transportation demand – is now
outdated and inefficient. Its massive bulk forms a barrier to pedestrians between the

Financial District and the South-of-Market
area. Its wide, elevated ramps, while
convenient for bus storage, effectively cut
off light to the street and discourage
investment in uses for people in the
surrounding city district.
Does it respond to current and
anticipate future transportation needs?
Mending a fragmented network In 1972,
the BART system began operation,
bringing rail transit service to bright new underground stations to Market Street. Over
the next 29 years, the system would be expanded to 95 miles of track and 39 stations to become the service of choice – reaching ever further out into the region, and
garnering the primary regional transportation investment. It currently carries 410,000
passengers on an average weekday, exceeding projections and highlighting the
effects of deferred maintenance. Ridership increases in the past two years alone
have taxed transbay service; during peak hours, the double-bore tube reaches the
limits of its carrying capacity. And connecting between Transbay buses and BART
trains means walking a long city block to a BART station entrance.
BART’s Market Street alignment also includes the City’s MUNI Metro system: light
rail vehicles, running below grade; historic trolleys and buses, above grade. A few of
these surface routes have been diverted off of Market Street to serve the Transbay
Terminal.
And at the waterfront, within four blocks of the Transbay Terminal, commuter and
tourist ferries arrive and depart from the Ferry Building.
Caltrain brings commuters from the peninsula, but not
as far as the downtown. This diesel heavy rail service
has operated on the original Southern Pacific line since
1980. Recently, demand is expanding in the reverse
commute direction as well, bringing young workers who
choose to live in San Francisco to jobs on the peninsula. Caltrain currently terminates at the 4th and Townsend Street Station, a full mile from the Financial
District and the heart of the retail and cultural downtown.

Anticipating a New Web of Services In 1999, San Francisco voters passed Proposition H, supporting electrification of the system and extension of Caltrain service to
downtown. With that alignment planned to reach the Transbay Station, a new interlinked network will finally start to take shape.
The newest player in the mix of systems is the proposed high-speed rail service. The
700 mile long California High-Speed Rail system will serve the state’s major metropolitan canters and is projected to carry 32 million intercity passengers and an
additional 10 million commuters by 2020. Travelers will enjoy safe, environmentally
sound transportation, while avoiding congested freeways and crowded airports and
flight delays. Now in detailed planning stages, San Francisco is has been identified
as a critical node; promoters are interested in networking the service regionally
through the new Transbay Station.
Our city and region have a history of successful public transportation systems that,
without the essential political will to link them, have taken a backseat to the private
vehicle. Today’s residents are searching for an alternative to the car. They have
elected leadership to take the initiative to link the city’s diverse transportation modes
in one efficient downtown station – The Transbay Station.
Does it celebrate the extraordinary potential of a common ground for
transportation, community and civic architecture?
The Transbay Terminal The Transbay
Terminal will be an indispensable component of a strategy to solve these problems
by providing efficiently linked and greatly
expanded bus and rail capacity, more
convenient access to transit, and a new
celebratory building that is delightful and
easy to use – an appropriate new gateway to and from San Francisco.
A truly regional facility, the Transbay
Terminal responds to modern ways of
working and lifestyles that have enabled
the Bay Area to become a unified economic and cultural entity. Integrating the
various modes of municipal, regional, and statewide public transportation. Its design
as a memorable public structure will be the catalyst for development in a revitalized
thriving neighborhood with its own identity.
This then, is the definition of the Urban Transportation Station:
It is Intermodal – accommodating a combination of at least two or more land,
sea, or air transportation systems.
It is internally integrated to expedite transit connections.
It is externally integrated into the surrounding area (and its redevelopment).
It offers a variety of urban experiences

A Multi-Modal Terminal for the Bay
Region
As envisioned, the new Transbay Terminal is a three and one half level structure
above grade accommodating and linking
all regional and local bus services in an
attractive passenger-focused facility with
two subterranean level serving the underground downtown extension of Caltrain
and future East Bay commuter rail and
intercity high speed rail service.
Meeting Long-Term Needs
The new Transbay Station will bring all
modes of transportation to downtown San
Francisco – accessible to the active core
and as a catalyst to a new transit-based
living/working high-density district. By
2020 it will serve 6000 bus passengers
and 12,000 train passengers in the peak
hour, with capacity for considerably more.
A total of 50 bus bays will meet the 2020
growth forecast for all operators currently
using the Transbay Terminal and will have
sufficient latent capacity to meet further
service expansions.
Above All, Serving Passengers
A center platform allows AC Transit bus
passengers to easily locate and access all
Transbay buses. A series of welcoming
public lobbies provide easy and convenient intermodal transit access, in addition
to offering a variety of retail shops and
passenger amenities.
Favoring Transit in the Regional System
A two-level bus structure with ramps
directly connecting to the San FranciscoOakland Bay Bridge is an efficient design
for transit operators. Off-site bus storage
and staging with ramp connections avoids
conflict on City streets.

Connecting in San Francisco …with Ease
Multiple access points, both vertical and horizontal, among all levels of the facility
allow for convenient and easy connections between AC Transit, San Francisco
MUNI and Golden Gate Transit bus services and Caltrain.
Finally, Trains in Downtown!
Space for a six-track underground rail
facility will accommodate the planned
extension of Caltrain rail service to
downtown and provide space for future
East Bay commuter rail and intercity highspeed rail service. This meets the requirements of San Francisco’s
Proposition H.
A Signature Building for Public Transportation
A signature landmark building for San Francisco will highlight and embody the City’s
commitment to its “transit-first” policy. A flowing glass roof structure will allow sunlight to drench the interior spaces of the building and offer bus passengers a view of
the surrounding buildings in downtown San Francisco as they disembark from
Transbay buses. Retail and conference/education uses in the terminal will extend
the active life of the facility during off-peak periods, evenings and weekends, as well
as serve passengers and support transit operations.
Does it respond to the broader needs of the city?
The surrounding area The task is to design the plan area as an important, integrated portion of the downtown: the Station must create a large-scale urban place in
the city. To become a destination in its own right, by definition entails a high-density
multi-use plan. Rebuilding the Station will spark development in the surrounding
area and the downtown will get a strong new neighborhood.
In the coming years, the area in and around the Transbay Station will undergo a very
real metamorphosis. The large scale and integrated renewal of the Station and its
surroundings the area around the Station,
with a total area of 180 acres (including
the 20 acre building site), is desperately in
need of redevelopment.
The role of the Urban Transportation
Station is as node and catalyst for a
vibrant urban neighborhood, its very
presence strengthening the fabric of the
inner city. A strong urban program and
architectural expression of that program
will create a clear direction for the further
development.

The Transbay District has long been a kind of backwater in the City – a place for
smelly buses to circle overhead and where pedestrians scurry quickly under dark
elevated structures. From the uppers stories of nearby buildings, views of the Bay
and the hills beyond are marred by a kind of no-man’s-land in the foreground. With
resolution on the location and inspiring design of a new Transbay Station, area
development has already seen greatly increased private investment and public
initiative toward high quality redevelopment of public joint development parcels.
The 180-acre former industrial district will be transformed into a high-density living
and working neighborhood with a heavy emphasis on downtown, mixed-use, residential buildings. The terminal will be developed as a free standing building of
approximately 1,100,000 gross square feet which houses transit functions and
approximately 230,000 rentable square feet of joint development. There will be
approximately 5.7 million square feet of mixed-use joint development on the adjacent parcels – including an anticipated 3000 housing units (20% affordable).
The terminal’s location near the heart of the Financial District creates numerous
possible leasing strategies for the joint development within the terminal. Currently
under consideration: a mix of traditional retail tenants that could serve the surrounding office and residential population, an entertainment/retail complex anchored by a
theater or other major attraction, and an educational and conference center anchored by the downtown campus of San Francisco State University.
The goal at Transbay Station has been to design the station and plan the district as
an integrated portion of the downtown: the Station will create a large-scale urban
place in a city district totally lacking in public amenities and gathering places. Its
success will be directly tied to the success of the high-density multi-use development
anticipated within a three-block radius of the station.
Does its design create opportunities for activity and rest?
Urban experience The Urban Transportation Station responds to the user’s needs.
One person may disembark from a regional bus and step out into the City as a
pedestrian. Another may make a transfer to the MUNI light rail. A third pauses on his
way to catch the High Speed Rail train to Los Angeles to buy a paperback. Person
four, arriving on the train from Sacramento, takes a seat at the outdoor café to wait
for a local friend. Number five stops in on his lunch break to purchase tickets for a
weekend get-away. Meanwhile, residents of the neighborhood are passing through
the station on their daily walk to work in the Financial District. Conventioneers,
staying in the adjacent hotel, assemble in the conference center, located within the
Station. In short, all these users experience the Station in a different way, based on
their needs at that moment. Tomorrow, they may have a different experience, again.
The Station must function at all levels: from background building requiring minimal
interaction to the Station as a Great Place, part of district, or a Destination in its own
right.

Does it support the diverse lifestyles of urban dwellers?
Urban Living In a City with a chronic housing shortage, the addition of a strong
residential component to the Redevelopment Area will relieve some of the existing
demand. And demographic data shows that, due to lower birth rates, greater longevity, later marriage, and higher divorce rates, our households are becoming smaller
and more numerous. The impact of these trends on travel demands is tremendous,
as most travel is household-based, i.e. food shopping and other household chores.
More and more people are supporting just themselves, and the increases in discretionary time and income lead to more leisure travel. The new residents will help
create a neighborhood full of activity 18 hours a day. They will have the distinction of
living in the most connected neighborhood in the Bay Area, if not the nation.
Does the design of the station knit into the neighborhood fabric?
It takes more than residential construction
to create a resilient, unique district – a
neighborhood. Other people need to be
drawn into the area. It should be a logical,
continuation of the city fabric, so that
pedestrians almost stumble on it by
accident.
The sensitive location of the Urban
Transportation Station respects and strengthens the scale and character of the
adjacent street grid. In the Transbay District, blocks are four times the size of those
across Market Street, reflecting its industrial past. The Transbay Terminal is sited off
of the major streets in the mid-block space between two alleys. It spans three
blocks, yet street traffic flows unimpeded beneath. Pedestrian access, once blocked
by concrete walls, passes freely through under narrow, glazed bridges.
Does the design reflect the value its citizens place on quality of place,
structures, materials, neighborhood character?
The Urban Transportation Station will become the new front door to the city. As
such, it is appropriate to consider it as a signature piece of civic architecture that
celebrates arrival in a cosmopolitan city. Its spaces should be generous, open and
public-spirited, its materials durable and beautiful.
If the Station is the City’s front door, the entry plaza is its front porch, inviting people
to sit and enjoy the sunshine and the bustle, letting them feel a part of the neighborhood, if only for a few moments.

Does the design of the station provide a sense of immediate orientation?
The experience of the traveler and the
visitor must be the starting point of the
entire design process. The Station, must
be compactly, understandably, and
comfortably organized; everyone should
be able to easily find his way. The different types of transportation must be as
visible and as recognizable as possible.
The passenger, thanks to an obvious,
clear and efficient architecture, should
have the feeling that all his transportation
needs can be met under this single roof, permitting seamless transfers between
them. The Station must be located in a logical place on the total network of public
transit. Private transportation modes – taxi, bicycles, Kiss-n-Ride – must be considered, as well.
Does the design in its essence respond sustainably to the natural
environment?
Sustainability The Urban Transportation Station is, by its very nature, a sustainable
project. Public transit is the most environmentally friendly method for travel at the
local level as well as over greater distances. As the catalyst of a revitalized mixeduse neighborhood, traffic on city streets and parking demands will be reduced. With
careful design, the building itself can be constructed of sustainable materials, with
construction methods and maintenance procedure that promote energy conservation
and efficiency, good indoor air quality, and resource efficiency. A project of this scale
represents a considerable investment in public infrastructure and must function well
for a long time to come. This means thoughtful design that accommodates future
increases in ridership, flexibility, and quality materials for long life and economic
maintenance. Such a long-term, holistic approach to the project can reduce its
collective impact on the local and global
environment.
The goals of the Transbay Terminal
include all these, and more. The building
design also takes advantage of the prevailing winds in downtown San Francisco
to ventilate and cool the facility, collects
rain water for building maintenance and
irrigation, and collects solar energy for
passive heating, cooling and daylighting.

Conclusion
We have all benefited from investments in public infrastructure from previous generations. In this moment of great prosperity at the beginning of the new millennium, it
is our turn to rise to the challenge to preserve and enrich our quality of life. The
Urban Transportation Station is an infrastructure investment in our future, in our
children’s future and in that of generations to come.
A new Urban Transportation Station will be a statement of the values of our society
in the new century. It will reflect our intentions to protect the environment, to accommodate growth, and to provide equal access for all people. It will be a celebratory gateway to our region and a physical expression of our aspirations.
Urban Transportation Station Checklist
Does the transit station establish a new address in the city?
Is it a destination in its own right?
Does it respond to transportation needs?
Does it celebrate the extraordinary potential of a common ground for transportation, community and civic architecture?
Does it respond the broader needs of the city?
Does its design create opportunities for activity and rest?
Does it support the lifestyles of urban dwellers?
Does the design of the station knit into the neighborhood fabric?
Does it respect the existing street grid?
Does it invite pedestrians to pass through?
Does the design of the station provide a sense of immediate orientation?
Location within the city?
Transparency between the building and the city?
Orientation within the building?
Does the design reflect the value its citizens place on quality of place, structures, materials, neighborhood character?
Does the design in its essence respond sustainably to the natural
environment?
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